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Create your own original designs with this sleek Essentials Fashion Sketchbook!Packed with lightly
rendered figures in varied poses, this journal will help bring your inspirations to life.There are also
foot templates for shoes and heads for hats or make-up design, plus helpful industry terms and
descriptions, size equivalent information, illustrations of basic garments, and more.Contents include:
depictions of basic garments to get you started; representations of sample patterns, such as
pinstripes and herringbone; size equivalents; measurement tips and record; and a fashion
glossary.A5 size (14.8 cm x 21.0 cm, or 5-1/2 inches x 8 inches).192 pages.Ribbon bookmark
keeps your place.Elastic band keeps journal closed.Acid-free/archival paper preserves your
work.Inside back cover pocket holds notes, business cards, etc.The perfect gift for fashion design
students and every creative fashionista in your life!
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It is a good little book to have when I see a garment that I want to remember. The croquis are
already there and I can do a quick sketch.The down side, the perforated pages make is easy to
accidentally rip one out.

I got 3 of the these for me and my nieces to do together. They are always showing me what they
made and really enjoy that they have plenty of pages. This is just a fun thing for us, but my nieces
enjoy how the book looks clean and professional and not like a little girls pricy and cartoon-ish
fashion book, and they feel more grown up with it. Great price and great product. I would definitely
purchase again if their books are filled. I really enjoyed that the inside pages included how the

company makes theirs products afforable. I thought that was a nice touch and makes more
interested in what this company has to offer.

I seriously love this thing so much! I have a toddler so taking the time to sketch the figure an then
my designs.. Yeah the doesnt happen often. But as soon as i got this(which got to me really quickly i
might add) i sketched about 7 outfits that day. My first investment in a fashion sketchbook an
couldnt be happier.

Can't wait to start using it. I love the definitions and the pages where a figure is drawn lightly in blue
so that when you draw on it and xerox it, the figure "disappears" leaving only the outfit. Have lots to
learn in designing and thought this would make a good start.

A favorite birthday present for 13 year old future designers of superheroes, fashions or alien
invaders....

I love that I no longer waste time trying to draw croquis because I have yet to refine my style in that
aspect. The 'cheat sheets' of styles, glossary, and such are nice and cover most basics and then
some. Great for the budding Fashion Illustrator. Would consider this a one time purchase tho.

Love it! It's the perfect size and fits great in my purse so I can carry it around with me. The poses
are perfect and allow for visible designs. The templates are dark enough to see clearly and easily
and when copied do not show. It has templates of heads and feet so you can design jewelry, hair
accessories,hats, make up, or even just hair styles. I have a similar book that is on a spiral that I
love just as much but it is not as easy to carry as it is larger in size and does not have the extra
templates for accessories and yet another book that does have more realistic sizes models which i
love but the figures are so light it is hard to see them to use as guides so this has easily become my
favorite!

This book is perfect. I have always had an interest in designing clothes and this was my first step! I
love the figures and all the information on the first few pages. I would recommend this book to
anyone with interest in fashion designing or just drawing for fun!!
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